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Calling their academic milestone a “huge accomplishment and a life event,” Rear Adm. Mark Darrah,
 commander of the Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division welcomed the ninth graduating class of
 NAVAIR employees to earn master’s degrees from the elite Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) at a
 ceremony April 23 here.
The 11 employees in attendance were among a group of 32 students from across NAVAIR’s nine
 geographically separated sites to graduate from the two-year NPS programs in systems engineering
 (MSSE), engineering systems (MSES) and systems analysis (MSA). Headquartered in Monterey,
 California, NPS was named in March by U.S. News & World Report as one of the best graduate schools
 in the country, with the MSSE program ranked 20th among more than 1,300 graduate schools.
“This program produces leaders for the future and it also enables us to take advantage of their skills while
 they’re doing the program to do the real work that’s affecting the fleet,” said Darrah, the NAVAIR sponsor
 of NPS’ systems engineering program, during his keynote address. “The things that you all learn in the
 program and how you apply them to developing products for us are absolutely critical to ensure that we
 maintain dominance of the maritime domain.”  Darrah is also the assistant commander for Research and
 Engineering for NAWCAD.
NPS’ master’s programs are rigorous, requiring students to take a total of 16 courses, two evenings a
 week while working full time and maintaining at least a 3.0 GPA for the MSSE and MSES programs.
 Students in the MSA program must take two classes per quarter while working full time. Students said
 support from their full-time jobs helped them manage hectic schedules.
“My supervisor was very accommodating in regards to working on my masters,” said Michael Lay, MSA
 program graduate and NAVAIR operations research analyst. “Thanks to the understanding in my branch,
 I was able to keep up with my class schedules.”
NAVAIR and NPS teamed up in 2008 to create MSSE and MSES programs to provide an opportunity for
 military officers and civilians to improve their expertise and potential as program systems engineers. The
 MSA program was designed to provide education in systems analysis as a basis for aiding key decisions
 on force requirements, weapon systems and other defense matters.
 
After receiving their Master of Science degree diplomas from the Naval
 Postgraduate School (NPS), eleven graduates from Naval Air Systems
 Command (NAVAIR) gather with faculty from the school and Navy leaders
 for a ceremony Apr. 23 in the North Engineering Center at Naval Air
 Station Patuxent River, Md. At left is Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft
 Division Commander Rear Adm. Mark Darrah, who gave the keynote
 address. In the rear are NPS faculty members Ron Carlson, Rama Gheris,
 Paul Montgomery, Dave Olwell, Richard Millar and Warren Vaneman. At
 right is NAVAIR Director of Systems Engineering Stu Young. (U.S. Navy
 photo by Steven Kays)
While in the MSSE and MSES programs, students worked on three separate capstone projects, which are an opportunity to study real-world systems engineering problems confronting
 NAVAIR. Normally, projects involve an engineering system, such as an aircraft, a weapons system, or an information system. One capstone project this year focused on the Interim Flight
 Clearance (IFC) process as applied to small unmanned aerial systems (UAS) used in research by NPS.
“The project team studied the IFC process and the interaction between NPS and NAVAIR to determine methods that would result in faster IFCs while allowing NAVAIR to guarantee that
 risk in testing has been identified and minimized,” said Stephen Williams, a capstone leader who works full time as a supportability team lead for the E-6 aircraft. “These methods included
 improvements in documentation, better means for information exchange between NPS and NAVAIR and tools for determining risk in operating small UAS.”
The ceremony also presented the Wayne E. Meyer Award to student and faculty members who displayed technical expertise, leadership and willpower. Williams earned the student award,
 with faculty honors going to Paul Montgomery and Ron Carlson. Two other students, Wilson Casillan and Erik Merk, were also award winners, though they did not attend the ceremony.
In addition to Williams, Casillan and Merk, the other NAVAIR graduates included Jeffrey Andrus, Lindsay Benner, Lauren Bodin, Colleen Cino, Satbir Dhillon, Timothy Fenton, Joseph
 Ferguson, Thomas Galloway, Hughlyn Henderson, David Hohn, David Hoopengardner, Timothy Lane, Michael Lay, Amanda Lazar Young, Jillian Lewis, Cesar Martin, Sean Mathieson,
 Gary Nelson, Christie Nguyen, Brent Olde, Ryan Olsen, Michael Pensenstadler, Sarah Reich, Bernard Salcedo, Jacob Schofield, Amish Sheth, Javarus Walker, Peter Witowski, Jason
 Wong and Hojong Yu.
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